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Winning Vault 
Game Rules 

Purchase Price:  

The minimum purchase price for a single game play in the Winning Vault game is $0.10, and the maximum 
purchase price is $30.00.  The entire purchase price range is: $0.10, $0.50, $1.00, $2.00, $5.00, $10.00, 
$20.00, and $30.00. 

Prizes/Chances of Winning:  

The prizes available to be won for this game and the chances of winning are as follows.  The chart, below, 
is based on a game play purchase price of $1.00.  The overall chances of winning in this game are 1 in 
2.23. 

   

Main Game Play Instructions: 

Winning Vault is a match–3 style game.  A pyramid of six VAULTS appears on the main game screen.  To 
win a prize, the player must reveal three matching prize amounts in the game grid. 

To begin a game, the player must select the plus or minus buttons below the PLAY AMOUNT to choose the 
purchase price and then select the PLAY button.  The player may either manually select the individual 
VAULTS in the game grid to reveal the prize amount, or the player may select the REVEAL ALL button to 
reveal all prize amounts at once. 
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If the player reveals three matching prize amounts in the game grid, the player wins that prize amount. 

The total amount the player wins displays at the end of the game play sequence in the TOTAL WON area 
in the bottom of the game screen.  The amount won will be added to the BALANCE area at the bottom of 
the game screen. 

BLACK VAULT MULTIPLIELR Instructions: 

If the player reveals a BLACK VAULT MULTIPLIER symbol during main game play, multiply any prize won 
by the MULTIPLIER shown. 

KEY BONUS GAME Instructions: 

The KEY BONUS GAME will activate when the player reveals a TEAL VAULT BONUS symbol during main 
game play.  Three KEY symbols will appear on the game screen. After the player selects one of the KEY 
symbols, the player will win the revealed prize shown. 

The total amount the player wins displays at the end of play sequence in the TOTAL WON area at the 
bottom of the screen.  The amount won will be added to the BALANCE area at the bottom of the game 
screen. 

GOLD VAULT INSTANT WIN Instructions: 

The GOLD VAULT INSTANT WIN will activate when the player reveals a GOLD INSTANT WIN VAULT 
symbol during main game play.  The player must select the GOLD INSTANT WIN VAULT symbol multiple 
times. The GOLD INSTANT WIN VAULT symbol will reveal the prize amount won on the game screen and 
the player will win the revealed prize instantly.  

The total amount the player wins displays at the end of play sequence in the TOTAL WON area at the 
bottom of the game screen.  The amount won will be added to the BALANCE area at the bottom of the 
game screen. 

Play Features: 

Winning Vault has an AUTO PLAY feature.  To use this feature, the player must first select a PLAY 
AMOUNT by using the plus or minus buttons to choose the purchase price for each individual game 
play.  Then, the player must select the AUTO PLAY button and the number of consecutive game play 
rounds to AUTO PLAY.  

The player may choose to AUTO PLAY 5, 10, 15, or 20 consecutive game play rounds.  To begin the AUTO 
PLAY sequence, the player must select the START AUTO PLAY button.  

To stop the AUTO PLAY feature, the player must select the STOP button.  The player may use the STOP 
button at any time to stop the AUTO PLAY game plays once the current game play has completed.  The 
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AUTO PLAY sequence automatically stops when a player wins a single prize greater than $600 in any 
single game play. 

If the player wins a single prize greater than $600, the tablet and the card will lock, and no additional game 
plays may be purchased.  The player must remove the card to unlock the tablet.  The player must present 
the card to the participating retailer to unlock the card and complete a prize claim form to continue playing 
using the card. 

 

 


